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The design and performance of an effusive gas source of conical geometry
for photoionization studies

D. P. Seccombe,a) S. A. Collins, and T. J. Reddish
Physics Department, Newcastle University, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE1 7RU, United Kingdom

~Received 29 January 2001; accepted for publication 28 March 2001!

The design, construction, and performance of an effusive gas source of conical geometry is reported.
This gas jet enables experiments that require the gas and photon beams to be essentially collinear
and has a focusing multicapillary array with the central portion left free for the photon beam. In
total, the source comprises 90 ‘‘tubes’’ in three layers and has been designed by modeling free
molecular gas flow and optimizing for highest gas density;2–3 mm from the jet’s exit plane. The
nature of the gas flow through the source and its focusing properties are investigated theoretically
and experimentally. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1373667#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gas phase photoelectron spectroscopy experiments
ally require a relatively small and well-defined interacti
region of high gas density. This region needs to be loca
away from any sources of secondary emission~i.e., metal
surfaces! to reduce low energy background counts. A co
ventional experiment employs a long, narrow tube that
mits gas into the vacuum chamber perpendicularly to
direction of the photon beam@Fig. 1~a!#. This geometry al-
lows the tip of the tube to be kept away from the phot
beam without withdrawing it too far from the interactio
region. There have been many attempts to improve upon
‘‘hypodermic needle’’ as an effusive source, the most s
cessful being variations on the multicapillary arr
design.1–19 By employing many small tubes it is possible
improve the collimation of the gas flow and thereby ha
greater control on the density profile.

In recent years there has been a rapid increase in the
and complexity of electron and ion analyzers, and coin
dence experiments utilizing two or more of these devi
have become increasingly popular. Furthermore, the desi
perform angle- and energy-resolved experiments prob
processes with low cross sections has led to the developm
of systems that facilitate multiplex data collection using s
phisticated analyzers and position-sensitive detectors. T
advances have often led to a decrease in the available s
around the interaction region. The perpendicular arran
ment of the gas and photon beams, despite its advanta
prevents the entire 360° being used for detection purpo
@see Fig. 1~a!#. A coaxial geometry@Fig. 1~b!#, where the
photon beam and gas molecules enter the system along
same path, would overcome this difficulty. This is n
straightforward, however, since it results in a long inter
tion region with the highest gas density close to the me
surfaces of the gas inlet. This work describes the des
construction, and initial performance of a coaxial g

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
d.p.seccombe@newcastle.ac.uk
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injection system that takes all these considerations into
count. The principles of the design have general applicab
to other kinds of gas-phase experiments.

The details of the original apparatus have been repo
elsewhere.20 Briefly, a dual toroidal electron spectromet
was designed to study electron–electron coincidences ari
from photodouble ionization~PDI!. The angular acceptance
of the two toroidal analyzers are 180° and 100°, respectiv
and the electron detection plane is perpendicular to the
rection of the photon beam@Fig. 2~a!#. The omitted 70° sec-
tor enabled gas to be admitted into the chamber via a hy
dermic needle located within the detection plane. Due to
recent desire to detect one of the fragment ions produce
a result of molecular PDI~e.g.,hv1D2→2D112e2! in ad-
dition to the two electrons, a conventional cylindrical ele
trostatic ion analyzer has been installed within the 70° se
@Fig. 2~b!#. This will enable (g,e1 ion) and (g,2e1 ion)
studies to be undertaken, in addition to (g,2e) experiments.
The new geometrical constraints required a system to ad
the gas coaxially with the photon beam. The general ‘‘des
concept,’’ inspired by the conical systems of Kammerli
and Schmidt,21 and Yagishita and co-workers,22 was that of a
circular array of gas tubes of one or more layers which s
round an axial photon beam. The gas tubes could be
slightly off axis so that they all effectively lie on the surfac
of a cone, thus creating a focus in the resulting beam.
system was designed so that the number of molecules~target
number;TN! within the interaction region would be greate
at approximately 2–3 mm from the exit plane of the arra
This was considered to be the best way to maintain a h
pressure differential between the chamber and an UHV p
ton source, and minimize the detection of low energy el
trons ejected from the surfaces of the gas tubes. It was
cided therefore that the parameters of the array should
selected by modeling the gas flow and optimizing for the
criteria. Sections II and III describe the calculations p
formed. Section IV details the design and construction, a
Sec. V gives evidence of its initial performance.
il:
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. THEORY

A. Preliminaries

There have been many attempts both theoretically
experimentally to determine gas densities associated wit
effusive source.4–19,23–33Our interest here lies in modelin
the molecular density beyond the exit plane of the sou
The approach taken is to use the theory derived by Olan

FIG. 1. Idealized shapes of gas–photon interaction regions for~a! perpen-
dicular and~b! the ‘‘coaxial’’ geometries.

FIG. 2. Schematic depicting the angular acceptances of the analyzer~a!
The original configuration comprising the two toroidal analyzers. Gas
admitted into the chamber perpendicularly to the direction of the pho
beam.~b! The new arrangement; an additional cylindrical analyzer has b
added. Due to a lack of space within the detection plane, the photons
gas have to enter the system along the same path.
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and Kruger8 for calculating gas densities arising from
single tube and to extend it to a conical array of capillar
~Secs. II B and II C!. Before describing this process, how
ever, the basic properties of the system~s! are discussed.

The extent of collimation in the gas beam is determin
by the radius,a, and length,l, of the tube~s! and the pressure
of gas in the entrance reservoir,P1 . The flow type is inferred
from the Knudsen numbers

Knd5
l

2a
, Knl5

l

l
, ~1!

wherel is the mean free path of the molecules in the e
trance reservoir. Free molecular flow~FMF!, where the col-
lisions the molecules make with the walls of the tube a
much more significant than intermolecular collisions, occ
when Knd.0.3.33 Another important quantity is the tube’
aspect ratio,g, given by

g5
2a

l
5

Knl

Knd
. ~2!

The greatest collimation in the gas beam results wheng→0
and when the flow type is free molecular.

There are two restrictions placed on the gas pressur
the entrance reservoir (P1). First, for free molecular flow
conditions to hold,P1 must be such that Knd.0.3. For tubes
with dimensions of 0.125 and 25 mm fora and l, respec-
tively, and H2 as the target molecule with a temperature
298 K, the maximum value ofP1 for free molecular flow is
;1 Torr ~see Table I!.34 In practice this limit may be sur-
passed in an effort to increase the target number in the in
action region. A degree of collimation is surrendered wh
free molecular flow is compromised and ultimately at hi
pressures the target number may actually begin todecrease.
Second, there is the practical limitation imposed by t
pumps of the vacuum chamber. In our experiment, which
two 1000 l s21 Leybold turbo-molecular pumps, the highe
ambient pressure within the chamber,Pa , that can be toler-
ated is;1.631024 Torr. This restriction on the value ofPa

can be translated to an upper limit ofP1 . Since the gas
throughput,Q ~Pa m3 s21!, at every point in a pumping cycle
is constant in the steady-state situation, the throughput of
array (Qarray) equals that of the pump (Qpump). The former is
L(P12P2) and the latter isPaS.33,35 Therefore it follows
that

s
n
n
nd

TABLE I. Reservoir pressure,P1 , for free molecular flow conditions for
several gases with 0.25-mm-diam tubes.

Gas
Mass

number

Collisional
cross section,

s ~nm2!a

Reservoir
pressure,
P1 (Torr)

when Knd50.3

H2 2 0.27 1.1
He 4 0.21 1.4
N2 28 0.43 0.7
O2 32 0.40 0.7
Ar 40 0.36 0.8
Cl2 70 0.93 0.3

aValues taken from Ref. 34.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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L~P12P2!5PaS, ~3!

where P2 is the pressure of gas in the exit region of t
array,S is the net pumping speed within the chamber, anL
is the conductance of the array. In the free molecular fl
regime,L is given by33

L5NT

2p c̄a3

3l
, ~4!

wherec̄ is the mean molecular speed andNT is the number
of tubes in the array. Making the~perhaps questionable! as-
sumption that there is no significant change in the temp
ture of the gas during its expansion, then the flux of m
ecules through the exit plane of the array should equal
through the entrance plane of the turbo-molecular pum
Consequently,P2 can then be expressed in terms of the a
bient pressure,Pa:

P25RAPa , ~5!

RA5Apump/Aarray, ~6!

where Apump is the total area of the entrance plane of t
pumps andAarray(5NTpa2) is that of the exit plane of the
array. Thus,P1 can be related toPa by

Pa5
LP1

S1RAL
. ~7!

Using L5NTL1 , whereL1 is the conductance of one tub
@see Eq.~4!#, this equation can be rearranged in terms ofP1

to give the relationship

P15
Pa

NT
F S

L1
1

Apump

pa2 G . ~8!

Note that for a givenPa , P1}1/NT is valid for all flow
regimes. The use of many tubes improves the target num
TN, for a givenP1 , but Eq.~8! shows thatP1 itself depends
on NT for a constantPa and this in turn affects the maximum
TN that can be achieved. More importantly, however, is t
P1 needs to be lower than the maximum pressure for fr
molecular flow for the gas beam to be well collimated.

B. The target number resulting from molecules
flowing through a single tube

The angular distribution of the molecular flu
((Ju): molecules s21 sr21) beyond the exit plane of the tub
~Fig. 3! is given by

FIG. 3. The single tube scenario.P(R,u,f) is a general point in space
beyond the exit plane of the tube in spherical coordinates.
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J~u!5va2 j ~u!, ~9!

where a is the radius of the tube,j (u) is the distribution
function, andv is the net rate at which molecules in the g
reservoir enter a unit area of the tube—given byv5nvc̄/4,
where nv is the number density~molecules m23! in the
source reservoir. It should be noted that due to the cylindr
symmetry of the tube there is no azimuthal gas density va
tion. In the situation that tan~u!>g, appropriate for this
study, Olander and Kruger8 have shown thatj (u) is given by

j ~u!5j0 cos~u!F11
2k exp~d2!

dAp
G , ~10!

where

d5A j0
2

~j12j0!cos~u!2Knl
~11!

and

k5E
0

1
A~12x2!S erfH dF11

gx

tan~u! S j1

j0
21D G J 2erf~d! Ddx.

~12!

These expressions do not make the usual assumption of
pressure at the end of the tube and are not solely limite
the free molecular flow regime. The symbolsj1 and j0 ,
denote the ratio of the number densities within the entra
and exit planes of the tube, to that within the source res
voir. These quantities are related to the dimensionless
pingement rates upon the walls of the tube,§1 and§0 , which
take the values 1 and 0.666g in the limit g→0.36 Olander and
Kruger8 have determined the corresponding values forj1

and j0 to be 1.223 and 0.515g, respectively, and it is thes
numbers we have used.

The gas density,r ~molecules m23 sr21!, as a function of
the polar coordinates defined in Fig. 3, is given by

r~R,u,f!5
J~u!

c̄R2 . ~13!

If the size, shape, and position of the interaction region
known, then once the gas density at all points has been
termined, the number of molecules within the interaction
gion ~target number;TN! can be calculated. In this situatio
the interaction region has a simple cylindrical geomet
symmetric about theC` axis of the tube~provided the diver-
gence of the radiation is insignificant!. The radius of the
cylinder (r i) is equal to that of the beam of radiation and
length is denoted byl i . The target number (TN) is given by

TN52pE
Z0

Z1E
0

x J~u!z tan~u!

c̄R2 du dz, ~14!

where

R5
z

cos~u!
, ~15!

x5tan21F r i

z G , ~16!

and
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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Z15Z01 l i . ~17!

The symbol,z, represents the projection ofR along the tube
axis ~see Fig. 3! andZ0 is the distance on axis from the tub
exit to the entrance of the interaction region.

C. Extension to several tubes arranged in a hollow
conical array

Figure 4 shows the situation where several tubes are
ranged in a circle of radiusb, with their axes lying on the
surface of a cone. The number of tubes in the array,NT , is
approximated by

NT'
pb

a1Da
, ~18!

wherea (a!b) is the internal radius of an individual tub
and Da is the tube wall thickness. The tilt angle,w, lies
between the axes of the individual capillaries and the pl
perpendicular to theC` axis of the array whileb defines the
angular position of an individual capillary within the array.
it is assumed that the molecular distributions from the in
vidual tubes are independent of one another, then the
molecular density at a given point in space can be de
mined by adding the contributions from each individual ca
illary. This approach has been used successfully by Bri
mann and Trajmar12 to determine the molecular densitie
from conventional multicapillary arrays. Equation~13! was
derived in terms ofu andR, where these parameters define
position in space relative to an individual capillary. Here,
require a coordinate system that defines a position in sp
relative to the whole array, i.e.,z, the distance, along theC`

axis of the array, from the plane of the tube axis, andr, the
distance from theC` axis of the array~see Fig. 4!. R andu
are related toz and r by

R5Ar 21b222rb cos~b!1z2, ~19!

u5cos21Fb22br cos~b!1bz tan~w!

Ab21@b tan~w!#2R
G . ~20!

FIG. 4. A schematic showing the orientation of an array of tubes arran
with exit apertures lying in a circle and axes lying on a cone. The termw
denotes the tilt angle andb defines the angular position of a tube within th
array.P(z,r ) is a general point in space beyond the exit plane of the a
defined by a coordinate system with an origin at the center of the arra
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The gas density at a given point beyond the exit plane of
arrayr(z,r ), can be approximated by

r~z,r !'bE
0

2p r i@R~z,r ,b!,u~z,r ,b!#

2~a1Da!
db, ~21!

whereR andu are given by Eqs.~19! and~20! andr i is the
contribution to the total density from a single tube in t
array. The resulting equation simplifies to

r~z,r !'
NT

2p E
0

2p

r i@R~z,r ,b!,u~z,r ,b!#db ~22!

using Eq. ~18!. The number of molecules (TN) within a
cylindrical interaction region, whoseC` axis is the same as
that of the array, can be calculated using:

TN52pE
Z0

Z1E
0

r i
r~z,r !rdr dz. ~23!

It is possible to extend this theory to include two or mo
layers in the array. The radius of the smallest circle is n
defined asb1 . The radii of the other layersbn are given by

bn5b112~n21!~a1Da!, ~24!

wheren is the index of the layer. If it is assumed that th
molecular distributions due to each layer are independen
one another, then theTN for a multilayered system is given
by

TN52p (
n51

N E
Z0

Z1E
0

r i
r~z,r ,n!rdr dz, ~25!

whereN is the number of layers in the array. Note that t
problem reduces to that of a conventional multicapillary
ray whenb150 andw590°.

III. CALCULATIONS

A. Single tube

Since the immediate aim of the experiment was to pro
photodouble ionization of H2 ~or D2!, this molecule is used
exclusively in the calculations. In order to demonstrate
advantage of using an array of tubes arranged in the ma
described above, a calculation for a single tube located
axis was first performed. The dimensions of the tube were
to 0.125 and 25 mm, for the radius and length, respectiv
corresponding to an aspect ratio of 0.01. This is close to
limit, g→0, without the pressure difference between the
trance and exit planes being too great. The pressure in
source reservoir was set to 1 Torr since this is the high
pressure in the free molecular flow regime (Knd5;0.3). In
all cases a temperature of 298 K was used. The target n
ber (TN) was calculated@using Eq.~14!# as a function ofZ0

for a 1-mm-long cylindrical interaction region~radius51
mm! and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The figure confir
what is intuitively obvious, thatTN decreases asZ0 in-
creases. This would create a great deal of secondary emis
in the hypothetical case of genuine coaxial and pho
beams.
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B. Array of tubes arranged in a conical geometry

A calculation for the situation of an array of tubes a
ranged in a cone was performed using Eq.~23!. The dimen-
sions of the interaction region and individual capillaries, t
identity of the gas, the pressure, and temperature in
source reservoir are all identical to the single tube situat
The thickness of the tube walls~Da! was set to 0.05 mm
The target numbers for systems withb52, 3, 4 mm were
calculated forw535°–90° andZ050.5– 3 mm@Figs. 6~a!–
6~c!#. In all cases only one layer of tubes is considered.

From the figure it is possible to draw two conclusion
First, for a givenb, asw increases, the peak of the functio
shifts to a largerZ0 and theTN in the peak decreases.
similar trend is observed asb is increased for a givenw.
Second, even if bothb andw are adjusted simultaneously,
is not possible to shift the peak to asignificantlygreaterZ0

without lowering theTN. Hence the choice ofZ0 for the
peak is critical. It rests on a compromise between a highTN
~small Z0) and a low risk of background counts~largeZ0!.
Since the latter of the two effects is difficult to quantify, o
choice of 3 mm forZ0 is based on intuition rather than ca
culation. We therefore required a combination ofb and w
that maximizes theTN (Z053 mm), while ensuring that the
TNs(Z0,3 mm) are lower than this in order to both min
mize the noise and maintain the necessary pressure diffe
tial with the photon source region. It appears thatw545° is
the best tilt angle but, from these calculations alone w
only a limited set of data points, it is not possible to disce
an optimum array radius~b!. Thus a more comprehensive s
of calculations, over a larger range ofZ0 and b, was per-
formed for this tilt angle~Fig. 7!.

It is evident that for a peak atZ053 mm, a radius~b! of
4 mm is required. In this situation theTN is ;4.5
31010mol. If a peak atZ052 mm is considered satisfactor
(b53 mm), then aTN of greater than 531010mol can be
obtained.

C. The many-layer situation

In the many-layer case, the effect of the ambient pr
sure should also be considered. While increasingNT in-
creases the target number for a givenP1 , it also increases
Pa . The consequence of this is to reduce the maximum p
tical value ofP1 . In Sec. II A it was shown thatP1 is in-

FIG. 5. The target numbers (TN) for several cylindrically shaped interac
tion regions~of 1 mm length and radius! located on axis at various distance
(Z0) from the exit plane of a single tube.
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versely proportional toNT @Eq. ~8!#. Hence, when consider
ing a largeNT , which is likely to arise when many layers ar
considered, it is more appropriate to use the ratioTN/NT

rather thanTN alone. Calculations were performed for 1–
layers~w545°! with Da at the more realistic value of 0.12
mm and the radius of the interaction region set to 0.5 m
otherwise the parameters were as above. Four condit
were considered, the results for which are shown in Fig.

If a largeTN at Z052 mm, rather than the more desi
ableZ053 mm, is considered satisfactory, then a two-lay

FIG. 6. The target numbers (TN) for several cylindrically shaped interac
tion regions~of 1 mm length and radius! located on axis at various distance
(Z0) from the exit plane of several single-layered conical arrays:~a! b
52 mm w535°–90°~b! b53 mm w535°–90°~c! b54 mm w535°–90°.

FIG. 7. The target numbers (TN) of single-layered conical arrays as
function of (Z0), as in Fig. 6, but withw545°.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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system with a minimum radius of 2 mm appears to be b
This conclusion, however, is drawn without considering
characteristic of the flow. In this analysis a two-layer syst
(b152 mm) has 50 capillaries while a three-layer system
75, a significant increase considering there is only a marg
difference inTN/NT between the two. Hence the three-lay
system is preferred since the increased number of capilla
ensures that there is a larger range for free molecular fl
and, consequently, the device construction is based on
design.

IV. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

A frontal view of the three-layered gas injection syste
is shown in Fig. 9. It was constructed from aluminum, ch
sen because of its relative ease of machining and nonm
netic properties. In total, 90 grooves~2a50.25 mm! were cut
into three conical surfaces. The open edge of each gro
was then sealed by the inside surface of the adjacent c
allowing each groove to behave as an independent capil
A solid conical lid is provided for the outermost layer
grooves. It should be noted that the grooves have a squ

FIG. 8. TheTN/NT ratios for several cylindrically shaped interaction r
gions ~of 1 mm length and 0.5 mm radius! located on axis at various dis
tances (Z0) from the exit plane of several multilayered conical arrays.

FIG. 9. A photograph of the front of the recently constructed three-laye
effusive source. The 90 grooves each have a width of 0.25 mm and
central hole for photons has a 4 mm diameter.
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shaped cross section, whereas the theoretical analysis
performed using cylindrical tubes. For free molecular flo
~FMF!, where collisions with the tube walls dominate ov
intermolecular collisions, this change in tube geometry is
particularly significant as the tube’s wall area-to-volume
tio is the same for both cross sections. However, the sym
try in the angular distributions about the tube axis decrea
when the cross section changes from a circle to a squ
This effect will perturb the predicted density distribution
and needs to be borne in mind when making quantita
comparisons between performance and theory.

The photon beam enters the vacuum chamber thro
the 4-mm-diam orifice in the center of the device. The
angles,w, employed were 55°, 45° and 35°, for layers 1–
respectively. Since each groove must be;25 mm long, due
to the limited radial space available, the grooves adop
w590° orientation;4 mm from the tube exit. The ‘‘bend’’
in the tube will obviously alter the flow characteristics a
may reduce the degree of collimation, effectively sligh
increasing the aspect ratio. Even so, initial tests of the de
~Sec. V! show thatg remains sufficiently close to zero for th
model to hold.

The entrance reservoir consists of a simple two st
mixing section to provide isotropy in the gas flow. Gas, fro
a high precision needle valve, enters the system thro
Teflon tubing. The device is mounted on a linear drive
that the exit plane of the array can be varied in laborat
space. For the preliminary experiments the position was
2.5 mm away from the center of the mechanical field of vie
of the analyzers.

V. DISCUSSION

A. The relationship between P1 and Pa

Using D2 as the target gas,P1 was measured for severa
values ofPa to test the range of validity of FMF.Pa was
measured with an ion gauge~Vacuum Generators: VIG 8!
andP1 with a barometrically compensated mechanical gau
~Edwards: CG3!. The results can be compared with tho
obtained using Eq.~7!, L andSbeing set to 1.85631025 and
2.0 m3 s21, respectively, andRA to 3.3953104 ~Fig. 10!.

d
he

FIG. 10. The relationship between the pressure in the source reservoirP1)
and the ambient pressure within the chamber (Pa) for D2 ~M54, s50.27
nm2! ~see Ref. 34!. The line was produced using Eq.~7! with a free mo-
lecular flow conductance and the squares represent experimental mea
ments.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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Inspection of the graph reveals that the FMF model ho
below P1;7 mbar (Knd.0.062). The slight displacemen
between theory and experiment is probably due to un
tainty in the actual values ofPa , RA, and S. Above P1

;7 mbar, the relationship betweenP1 and Pa departs from
linearity indicating the onset of pressure dependence in
array conductance~L!. The direction of curvature indicate
thatL increases withP1 , which is consistent with Poiseuille
flow behavior at low Knudsen numbers.33 At the maximum
practical ambient pressure, 1.631024 Torr, the FMF regime
is significantly exceeded and should result in a loss of
beam collimation. This is confirmed in Fig. 11, which r
veals saturation in the photoelectron count rate at high p
sure.

B. Focusing properties

The focusing properties of the gas jet were tested
measuring the electron yield, arising from the single pho
ionization of helium, as a function of position within th
chamber. Photons (hv554.5 eV) were supplied by a syn
chrotron and 30 eV electrons produced by the He(2s2)
→He1(2s1) transition were detected using the cylindric
analyzer@Fig. 2~b!#. The sampled region of space was vari
within the horizontal plane by changing the voltages of t
mutually orthogonal deflectors~D1 andD2! at the entrance
to the energy-dispersive analyzer. Each deflector is situ
45° from the photon beam axis and acts so that decrea
the voltage onD2 while increasing that onD1 moves the
analyzer’s viewpoint away from the surface of the gas in
~see Fig. 12!. It was not possible to map the voltages (V), or
voltage differences (DV) onto an absolute position scale du
to the complexity of the electron optics. A three-dimensio
spectrum of signal versusD1 andD2 is shown in Fig. 12 and
clearly displays the focus of the gas beam. It also shows
the focus position is at some distance away from the sur
of the gas inlet system; if this were not so the signal wo
not go through a maximum on the photon beam axis. T
we can be assured that the problems associated with su
emission are minimized. The apparent defects in the im
could arise from three factors;~a! small electric fields pen-
etrating the interaction region,~b! insufficient mixing in the

FIG. 11. A plot of the photoionization signal arising from th
hv(54.5 eV!1He(2s2)→He1(2s1)1e2(30 eV) transition as a function o
the ambient pressure within the chamber (Pa). The 30 eV electrons were
detected by the cylindrical analyzer shown in Fig. 2~b!.
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gas injection system, or~c! aberrations of the photon beam
It is also quite possible that intermolecular collisions sho
not be ignored within the focal region as these could pert
the gas flow beyond that point.

C. Initial result

As mentioned in Sec. I, this work was motivated by t
desire to investigate electron-ion/electron correlation effe
resulting from photodouble ionization~PDI! of H2 . In these
initial experiments—where D2 was used for logistical
reasons—photons (hv576.1 eV) from the SU6 undulato
beamline~SuperACO, France! were used to doubly ionize
the molecules. Since the D2 PDI threshold is 51.1 eV, the
excess energy shared between the two electrons is 25
Immediately following double ionization, the two D1 ions
recoil rapidly in the ‘‘Coulomb explosion’’ and the kineti
energy released during this process is;18.8 eV. Since this
dissociation is so fast, the angle resolved detection of a1

fragment in coincidence with one or two of the electro
enables studies of ‘‘fixed-in-space’’ molecules. Coinciden

FIG. 12. A contour plot of the photoionization signal arising from th
He(2s2)→He1(2s1) transition as a function of deflector voltages~D1 and
D2!. The ambient pressure within the chamber was 431025 Torr.

FIG. 13. Time correlation spectra for D2(hv576.1 eV) showing the ‘‘true’’
coincidence peak on a uniform random background for coincidences
tween~a! 20 eV electrons from the large toroidal and 9 eV D1 ions from the
cylindrical analyzer, and~b! 20 and 5 eV electrons detected by the tw
toroidal analyzers. Typical count rates were;20 true events per hour.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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measurements of the PDI of D2 were taken using the spec
trometer described in Sec. I with the arrangement of the th
analyzers as shown in Fig. 2~b!. The two toroidal analyzers
were tuned to detect electrons while the cylindrical analy
was tuned for;9 eV ions. The energies of the detect
electrons were 5 and 20 eV for the small and large toro
respectively. Coincidence spectra of these initial ion-elect
(g,D11e2) and electron–electron (g,2e2) measurements
recorded in parallel, are shown in Fig. 13. The (g,2e) angu-
lar distribution measurements are reported elsewhere.37
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